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BEST BET R2 18:02

Looks A
Picture

Black
D

T: Mark Wilkes
$1.35

The Hound Says: Talented youngster who has
made a very consistent start to his career, excels
here with a 19.88pb and still loaded with upside

NEXT BEST R9 20:35

Dark Fate Black B

T: Sonia Kempshall
The Hound Says: Experienced campaigner who
has been holding a consistent level of form in this
grade, loves a rails draw and gets another great
chance

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 5, 3 
Race 6 - 7, 1 
Race 7 - 2, 1, 5 
Race 8 - 8, 6, 3 

$20 for 55.555

R1 LADBROKE IT! MAIDEN Maiden 350m 17:40

ORARA BERNIE (6) is on debut and did trial over
this T/D recently in 20.19, going to need luck
from the draw but can run well. DAD'S LAST RUN
(5) debuts for a litter which has had 7 early
winners from 8 starters, must be respected.
BOKARM FLASH (2) ran well here on debut and
can improve sharply off that. CANDY BAR (1) has
speed and well drawn
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R2 FAIR DINKUM BUILDS CV SHEDS 1-2 WIN 5th Grade 350m 18:02

LOOKS A PICTURE (3) is talented put with good
speed, excels over this T/D with a 19.88pb and
still loaded with upside, very hard to beat. HEAR
THE CROW (7) broke through in good style here
last start, will rush forward early and is trending
in the right direction, big show. VELOCIOUS (2)
races best at this track and drawn to be
competitive
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R3 LADBROKES ODDS SURGE 1-2 WIN 5th Grade 350m 18:25

LARA DUTTON (3) is a handy pup with good
speed in the initial stages, run well in both starts
over this T/D and still has plenty of upside, big
show. KNEE DEEP (2) won nicely here on debut
when well supported in betting, ideally drawn
and can go on with it tonight. KINGSBRAE BRETT
(6) needs luck early but will be strong late and
can threaten
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R4 LADBROKES RACING CLUB 1-2 WIN 5th Grade 350m 18:49

KEY AND CHAOS (2) has been impressive in both
runs at Casino when running fast time on each
occasion, first look here but well drawn and
should take beating. ORARA TOM (4) is suited
coming into this fresh and has run fast time over
this T/D, major player. EPIFANIO (3) was a 15
length winner here on debut as $1.40 favourite,
huge chance again
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R5 GRAFTON DISTRICT SERVICES CLUB 5th Grade 350m 19:07

DISORDERLY (5) is a talented pup who has won 4
from 8 so far, risky beginner so going to need a
touch of luck early but has plenty of upside and
finds a very suitable race. GENOME (3) was safely
held here first up when in the market but is
capable of sharp improvement tonight, keep
safe. BUGATTI RYDER (6) has run well here on a
couple of occasions
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R6 LADBROKES EASY FORM 5th Grade 350m 19:28

MILO DAVIS (7) is a smart pup with high speed
when into stride, won 4 of 5 starts so far and still
loaded with upside, just needs clear air to give
this a real shake. DOUBLE POLKA (1) has a touch
of class and suited coming into this fresh off a
break, should be strong late and hard to beat.
CASH GLORY (3) can run flying time and looks a
threat
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R7 ADVANCED ELECTRICAL & DATA (AED) 5th Grade 350m 19:50

BUGATTI TALENT (2) showed good speed when
winning at Casino last start in flying time, first
look at this track but well drawn and should take
beating. DOUBLE THE CASH (1) will appreciate
dropping back in grade tonight and is an 11 time
winner over this T/D, huge chance. IT'S A ZOO (5)
is hard to catch but has the ability to win this
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R8VALLEY PROTECTIVE SERVICES 5TH GRADE 1-3
WIN FINAL

5th
Grade 450m20:13

DISTANT FLASH (8) was the fastest heat winner
from a wide draw last week, not brilliant early but
will take holding out with a repeat performance.
IZZY NO TALK (6) lacks early speed but does have
a motor and from a strong kennel, can threaten.
NICOLE MARIA (3) is racing consistently and
ORARA DOUG (1) gets the draw to give a sight on
speed
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R9 LADBROKES BLACKBOOK MASTERS M3 350m 20:35

DARK FATE (1) is a fast beginner who is ideally
drawn on the rails and been holding a consistent
level of form, nicely placed again and looks the
one to beat. DUKE OF DIAMONDS (4) has been
going well of late without winning, maintains a
strong record here and can threaten. CASH
ABILITY (6) can run quick time and was solid at
Casino last start
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R10 PHIL MCLENNAN EARTHMOVING 5th Grade 450m 20:58

BACKCREEK BENNY (2) can be hit or miss at box
rise but does have good speed when mobile and
excels over this T/D, big show. DIVORCE SOURCE
(7) is a smart pup who has been airborne around
here in recent weeks and still on the improve.
BACKLINE PIE (8) is suited back in grade and will
be strong through the line. ORARA JOE (1) should
be competitive
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R11 LADBROKES FAST WITHDRAWALS 4th/5th Grade 450m 21:22

ATOMIC ZULU (5) is a consistent pup who has
shown plenty of early ability, did enough first up
and can only improve off that. ALBERT'S
MEMORY (4) has a mix of speed and strength and
holding a very consistent level of form at present,
vacant box underneath helps and looks a leading
contender. REGGIE QUINN (7) should run well
again
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R12 WESTLAWN FINANCE 3rd/4th Grade 350m 21:41

IMPRESS FOWLER (7) is a highly talented
youngster with blistering speed, won 7 from 8
career starts so far and still loaded with upside.
FOUR BARRYS (5) comes off back to back wins
over this T/D in sizzling time and only needs even
luck to take beating again. CASH DESTROYER (1)
excels here and drawn to receive favours.
ISURAVA (2) can threaten
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